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The Future of rapid News Trading in Financial Market



Adhoc news like quarterly reports influence stock prices. Traders must 
be able to read and assess news quickly, filter relevant news, and de-
cide if the information has positive or negative price effects. Therefore 
expertise, speed and skills are required, so that meaningful and quick 
judgments can be made.

ATRAP® delivers sophisticated techniques for reading, evaluating and 
analyzing news within milliseconds and executing orders based on 

pre-configured estimations.

In contrast to solutions currently used in the market, ATRAP scans bre-
aking news and events written in natural language. In order to be suc-
cessful in applying News-based trading strategies, experience, speed 
and risk-taking readiness are key factors. Up to this day there is no 

software supporting this trading strategy efficiently.

• Traders

• Fund Managers

• Financial Analysts

• Hedge Funds

• Brokers

Target Customers

ATRAP supports the user with several functions for highlighting relevant passages 
and navigating news contents quickly and efficiently. Each user is able to define 
unique item watchlists and to configure unlimited trading conditions and trading 
actions individually.

The extraction mechanism relies on 
human-readable rules that extract 
values (e.g., units, percentages, mo-
ney amounts, currencies) in the sur-
rounding context of predefined items, 
key indicators, periods and wordings.

Features
• Module-based architecture allows the integration 

of multiple news providers and trading interfaces

• High speed news analysis through the power of 
LingRep Technology

• Automated execution of trades via connected 
trading interfaces (e.g. interactive brokers, sino, ...)

• Customized trading conditions and trading actions

• Multi language support, analysis English and Ger-
man news

• Automatic notifications (e.g. per E-mail), if trading 

conditions were met or trades triggered

powered by LingRep

Leading financial institutions in cooperation with econob 
lead intraday financial market participants into the 21st 

century with their product ATRAP®.
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“In recent times the world’s top traders had up to 7 seconds to read, 
interpret, and react on a news appropriately. Using ATRAP we are 
now able to trade on market moving news within milliseconds.”
Senior Financial Analyst

“Thanks to ATRAP’s parametrization carried out by the financial ex-
pert, the risk of news misinterpretation is nearly eliminated.”
Senior Financial Analyst
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